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Abstract: This article is dedicated to proposals of Karaganda 

state technical University (Kazakhstan) within the bounds of 

“Synergy” International education project. The main point of 

these proposals is use of mobile robot Robotino and Matlab 

software for the arrangement of remote education. It’s 

supposed to use these playing principles for “Synergy” project 

participant-universities’ students education arrangement. For 

realization of these porposals modernization of communication 

protocol is accomplishing. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION  
 

Matlab software packages are widely used in science, 

engineering and training. 

One promising application of the Matlab software is 

the preparation experts in the field of mechatronics, and, 

in particular, the study of mobile robots. 

 One of these robots is Robotino, produced by 

FESTO concern. 

 

2.  INFORMATION 
 

Robotino is an autonomous mobile robot, equipped 

with wheels that can move in any direction. This wheels 

are called «omni wheel». The robot moves by three DC 

motors. The axes of these engines are at an angle of 120 

degrees relative to each other.  

This makes Robotino possible to turn around its axe. 

Proceeding from the fact that the robot is made primarily 

for educational purposes only, you can disable parts of it, 

and examine and consider them separately. 

Here are some robot subsystems Robotino, in 

addition to the robot's body: power supply subsystem, 

movement subsystem, odometry subsystem, I / O 

subsystem, Wi-Fi connection subsystem, on-board 

computer, different types of sensors.In order to educate 

the students we have upgraded the communication 

interface between the robot and the Matlab software. 

 The need to upgrade due to the fact that access to the 

existing user interface is closed, which reduces the 

possibility of modeling and programming movement 

trajectories of the robot, the study of various structures of 

governance and regulatory laws. 

As an example, Fig. 1 shows one of the options 

implemented by the interface. It represents an analogue 

of the program in a Matlab software. There is a system,  

which employs a feedback control ensures the robot at a 

meeting in the way of any obstacles. The algorithm of 

this software analog in the form of a block - scheme is 

shown in Fig.2.  

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Software analogue in Matlab system  
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the feedback algorithm 

 

If the robot moves along the x-axis, it will be used 

analog sensors DistanseSensor0, DistanseSensor1, 

DistanseSensor8.  

The signal from these sensors is compared to blocks 

RelationalOperator, which give a signal of logical 1, if 

the values of the signals exceed 0.7 V. 

Subroutine that is responsible for turning the robot is 

activated as long as the signal from the sensor is below 

0.7 V. 

The second example of the developed interface is 

transmission of information in the form of images from 

the webcam that is installed directly on the robot. 

Program analog circuit realizing the transfer of the 

image shown in Figure 3. 

The signal that is transmitted from the webcam is 

translated into movement of the control signal by using a 

block LineFollower. It is transmitted by three stepper 

motor through a block of Omnidrive. Fig.4 shows a 

photo directly transmitted from the webcam.  

Any scheme of the robot, assembled in Simulink (part 

of Matlab), must contain Com block. In this block is 

given an IP address of the robot. Using the same unit 

wireless transmission of information on the Wi-Fi is 

implemented. 

This examples clearly help students learn 

programming techniques and modeling of the trajectories 

and motion parameters. They also can learn a principles 

of the calculation of regulators and other useful 

applications in the Matlab. When students study mobile 

robots they can check results of simulation experiment 

directly with the real object of control . 

The developed control system can be used during the 

laboratory network in the international educational  
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Fig. 3. Scheme, processing the image transmitted from Webcam 

 

project "Synergy". Within the bounds of this project 

integrated mechatronics training laboratory was created 

at Karaganda State Technical University (KSTU) based 

on training equipment of FESTO concern. 

At the preliminary stage participants study developed 

software examples of the interface between Robotino and 

Matlab software, first presented KSTU for other project 

participants. Then, each team receives a set of given 

movement trajectories for Robotino and develops its 

programs cover a distance.  

Debugging a program is possible either in the Matlab, 

or in the real object. If the university has Robotino, a 

developed programs are tested on it. In the absence of a 

mobile robot, working out the programs carried out in the 

off-line mode with Robotino of other project participants. 

In execution of laboratory work on the final 

assessment affects accuracy and speed of distance 

passing. Time starts running with turning on of start 

lamp. The camera mounted on Robotino perceives this 

signal. And with accordance of control algorithm robot 

starts the movement. 

The tracing of distance passing accuracy realized by 

check points mounted along the whole distance. Check 

points are gates with a pair of oscillator and photo 

receiver. With a breaking of signal on a photo receiver 

hardware will detect passing of Robotino through the 

check point. Thus the accuracy of distance passing will 

be controlled. 

Control system is realized on a base of MITSUBISHI 

Electric programmable logic controller ALPHA2 

(ALPHA XL). Optical sensors and start button is 

connected to inputs of PLC, and start lamp is connected 

to outputs of PLC. 

The structure of control system algorithm could be 

realized in that way: start realized by giving of start 

signal by a remote laboratory engineer. At that PLC turns 

on the start lamp and turns on a timer. As a passing of the 

distance Robotino must follow the given trajectory 

passing through the check points.  

With the passing of finish line the distance time is 

fixed. With that if PLC detects passing through all of the 

check points then elapsed time will be registered given 

out to a front panel of PLC.  

In carrying out laboratory work can be used 

management of on-line mode. It means that each of 

participators can watch trend of competitions via web-

camera mounted on robot. In this mode device control 

remains. But the quality of Internet connection could 

affect on stability of video. Therefore, the most rational 

and viable option is the organization of laboratory work 

in the off-line mode, followed by sending videos and 

results of control by PLC system to all participants in the 

classes. 
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Fig. 4. Photo from Robotino’s Webcam 

 

3.  CONCLUSION 
 
The proposed learning method using Matlab is highly 

effective because it contains elements of debugging and 
optimization of algorithms and control laws, including 
using the principles of fuzzy logic. As a result, the 
system allows you to maximize the hardware capabilities 
of robotic system Robotino and computational 
capabilities of the Matlab software in teaching students 
and undergraduates in the direction of "Automation and 
Robotics" 
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